Practice What You Preach

But do not do what they do, for they do not practice what they preach. Matthew 23:3b (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition. Answers can be found in Matthew 23:1-12 (NIV)

__ 1. A large gathering of people
   A. teacher   B. crowd   C. banquet   D. servant

__ 2. To show high respect or esteem for someone
   A. teacher   B. humble  C. servant  D. honor

__ 3. A formal dinner honoring a particular person or occasion
   A. greatest  B. banquet  C. honor   D. obey

__ 4. Most important, powerful, or famous
   A. greatest  B. teacher  C. humble  D. crowd

__ 5. To consider yourself as having no special importance; not proud
   A. humble    B. honor   C. banquet  D. greatest

__ 6. A person hired to work for someone else
   A. servant   B. banquet  C. obey    D. honor

__ 7. Someone who trains or instructs other people
   A. teacher   B. banquet  C. crowd   D. humble

__ 8. To do what you are told or expected to do
   A. greatest  B. servant  C. honor   D. obey